
“The World Is Flat!” 
 

One fact had been confirmed from the number of avatar battles to date: Megatron had stopped 

somewhere in the vicinity of the year 2009 with some purpose in mind. To discover his 

objective, Bumble, the Alternity's intelligence expert, and Elita-Seven, a member of the 

Protectors support organization, headed for a certain dimensional world in the "2009 line". Their 

destination was the Shikoku region of Japan on Primax 905.0 Beta, popularly known as the 

"Binaltech Asterisk" world. 

 

"This is the approximate timeline of the 'BT World'. No readings of native Transformers within a 

100 km circumference." As Elita-Seven, in a synthetic human body resembling an Earthling, 

scanned their surroundings, Bumble floated next to her at about her eye level, peering at the 

scanner readout. 

 

"Well, this world's a happier place than others. We don't want to cause a big fuss." 

 

"Agreed. I...hey! Quit following me like a fly with that frame of yours--it's unnerving! 

 

"Aw, come on, a fly? At least say I'm like a bee or a fairy!" 

 

Despite the minimal clues, Bumblebee had reached a general view regarding Megatron's 

purpose. "At some point in 2009--it could be today, tomorrow, or five minutes from now--a new 

type of dimensional flux will occur. Megatron is trying to get hold of whatever's its source." 

 

"A new type? What kind of--" But the instant Elita began to pose the question, the phenomenon 

commenced! The first anomaly occurred at a certain art museum not far from their landing point. 

This institute possessed reproductions of masterpieces made with the "touhenga" (ceramic tile 

art) technique, and a number of the masterpieces began distorting all at once, changing as if their 

images were being stirred about. With this as its starting point, the phenomenon propagated all 

over the world almost instantly. Around the world, all "icons" were disrupted and rendered 

meaningless, from all sorts of printed matter, including pictures, text, and paper money, even to 

computer screen displays. 

 

"What's going on...?! If this keeps up, civilization will be destroyed!" 

 

"Yeah, this happy world's gonna be ruined. First things first--let's head for the source." 

 

Stepping into the museum where it began, the two of them spotted three figures who clearly 

stood apart from the other visitors. On the floor which was apparently the epicenter of the 

incident, they were heading for an enormous display piece which no longer kept its original 

form, holding up a strange, tablet-shaped device. 

 

"So they're the ones behind the anomaly?" 

 

"Nope, those are investigators, like us." 

 

"Minions of Megatron! Which means he's also started gathering agents like the Protectors!" 

 

The two of them leapt into action. Elita blew on a whistle, getting the men's attention. "No 

photography allowed on this floor!" 

 

"Who are you?" 



 

"We've been found out!" Glaring at her, the three men deactivated their "Pretender camouflage". 

"Reflector, attack!" 

 

"Are you serious?" Bumble appeared above their heads, snatched up the tablet, then turned to 

face the trio and snapped his fingers. Reflector's "Z-axis" value went to near zero, and the three 

of them became nearly as flat as film and collapsed. "That's a fitting form for characters like you, 

don't you think?" 

 

"You fools!!" Just then, Megatron's angry roar echoed from the heavens like a clap of thunder. A 

dimension-spanning slash attack grazed Bumble, tearing up the entire building among friend and 

foe alike! 

 

By the time the attack was over and the dust had settled, Reflector had already vanished. The 

tablet was completely destroyed, and at the same time, it appeared that the anomalies all over the 

world returned to normal. 

 

"So, just what happened here?" Elita asked as she wiped off the dust. 

 

"An invasion from Flatworld...that is, a two-dimensional world." 

 

"T-two-dimensional?!" 

 

"That tablet was a device for seizing "Flatworlders". I saw these splotch-like...or crest-like 

moving, living beings captured within it." It might have been his imagination, but...when he saw 

them, the "moving crests" seemed to take the shape of symbols that were somehow familiar. 

 

Just as Alternium, the super-dimensional substance, was created on the BT World, it seemed that 

even lower-dimensional worlds were on the verge of a similar techonological explosion. Even 

the Flatworlders were aiming to evolve into dimensionally transcendent beings. In their case, 

they apparently encroached on this world by making the "icons" on this Earth into windows. 

 

"So that's what caused the disaster we had today. And that's why Megatron is after it." 

 

"He's bound to have spotted some greater value to it. We can't let down our guard--we have to be 

ready for the next invasion!" 

 

"Hold it a sec. Before you go back to the land of the fairies, let's fix all the damage done to this 

world first." 

 

 

 

Notes 
 

The "certain art museum" is the Otsuka Museum of Art, which focuses entirely on Western art 

and includes in its displays a thousand artworks reproduced on ceramic tiles. The Fodor review 

mentioning the tile pictures is here. 

 

 

 

 

 



A-03 Alternity/Bumble 
 

    * Pan-Dimensional Sensory System [head]: Super-dimensional information receptors centered 

in the horns on his head. Capable of detailed sorting and recognition of the complex structure of 

multiple worlds.  

 

    * Alternium Hyper-Frame [clavicle]: Physically links the Auto-avatar and Alternity frame. A 

terminal for higher-dimensional matter.  

 

    * Chrono-Venom Stinger Gun [weapon]: Fires unique particle projectiles which paralyze the 

local flow of time, stopping the motion of objects.  

 

    * Time Paradox Decrypter [forearm]: Device capable of completing and dismantling minor 

paradoxes.  

 

    * Reverse Entropic Damage Control [abdomen]: Device that nullifies personal or material 

losses resulting from dimensional interference.  

 

    * Timaeus Powertrack Generator [foot]: Generates a run loop for the "Timaeus Drive" super-

temporal driver.  

 

 

 

A-03 Trickster/Bumble 

 

Alternity Intelligence Bumble 
 

Transformation...Suzuki Swift Sport 

Even before becoming part of the Alternity, Bumble had the sharpest powers of observation 

among the Cybertrons. Now utilizing a "Radius 903" Auto-avatar, he is starting to hone that 

power even further. His sensory equipment can distinguish the complex superposition structure 

of multiple worlds, and he acts as a helpful forewarner, messenger and spy for the Alternity. 

Having achieved his deeply desired evolution after passing a harsh 900,000 years on the "BT 

World", even when among teammates who feel this power may be more than his due, he feels 

more joy than anybody else at being part of the Alternity and regards his great power with pride. 

This frequently makes him lose confidence, and he is prone to deviating slightly from the ability 

standard his teammates protect so seriously, using his powers in prankster-like behavior. 

However, his characteristic cheerfulness is coupled with deep friendship, and the numerous 

species of lower-dimensional worlds regard him as the most easily befriendable of the Alternity. 

 

STR...3 

SPD...8 

INT...8 

END...7 

RNK...8 

CRG...10 

FRP...2 

SKL...7 


